
Final Report on EPSRC Researh Grant GR/N00562Irregular Gallager-type error-orreting odes -a statistial mehanis perspetiveDavid SaadAston University, Birmingham B4 7ET1 BakgroundError-orreting odes are of signi�ant pratial importane as they provide mehanisms for re-trieving the original message after orruption due to noise during transmission. They are beingused extensively in most means of information transmission from satellite ommuniation to thestorage of information on hardware devies. The oding eÆieny, measured in the perentage ofinformative transmitted bits, plays a ruial role in determining the speed of ommuniation han-nels and the e�etive storage spae on hard-disks. Rigorous bounds [1℄ have been derived for themaximal hannel apaity for whih odes, apable of ahieving arbitrarily small error probability,an be found. However, until reently, the performanes of most existing pratial error-orretingodes have been signi�antly below this bound; and although in the last ouple of years the gap isgradually losing, the searh for more eÆient error-orreting odes is still on.Low Density Parity Chek (LDPC) odes, is one family of error orreting odes that enjoyeda signi�ant level of popularity in reent years. It was originally introdued by Gallager [2℄ andre-introdued by MaKay and Neal [3℄, showing exellent performane with respet to most existingodes. In fat, it has reently been shown that irregular onstrutions of LDPC odes provide betterperformane than any other method [4, 5℄ inluding the elebrated turbo odes [6℄. One of the mostsigni�ant advantages of LDPC odes over turbo odes is that they are amenable to analysis, andtheir performane an therefore be systematially improved. LDPC odes are generally based onthe introdution of random sparse matries for generating the ode word as well as for deoding theorrupted ode-word. Various deoding methods have been suessfully employed; they mainly relyon methods adopted from graphial models suh as belief propagation [7, 8℄ and belief revision [9℄.In previous studies we have used methods of statistial physis, devised in the �eld of diluted spinsystems, to investigate the performane and eÆieny of LDPC error-orreting odes [10, 11℄. Theanalytial results provide insight into the enoding/deoding mehanism and its dependene on thehoie of parameters. This insight was further exploited for suggesting spei� onstrutions [5℄ ofvery high performane. As the deoding method used plays a ritial role in de�ning the method'seÆieny, we also studied the most ommonly used deoding method for state of the art error-orreting odes, belief propagation. We disovered the similarities between belief propagationtehniques and the Bethe approximation [12℄ of statistial physis.The urrent projet relied mainly on researh arried out by the prinipal investigator andthe post-dotoral researhers supported by the grant, but also bene�ted from work arried out byollaborators and visitors.Most of the original projet objetives have been ahieved as will be desribed below. Ob-jetive (4), aimed at devising improved deoding/enoding methods, has been modi�ed after theintrodution of a new deoding methods [13℄ by another group and the realisation that it will bevery diÆult to provide a superior pratial deoding method. Instead, we extended the study ofLDPC odes to areas of multi-user information theory ommuniation problems.The main ahievement of this study is in ontinuing the suessful appliation of statistialphysis methods to the study of LDPC odes. This analysis provides new insight and results that1



annot be obtained using methods employed in the information theory ommunity, espeially inthe ase of �nite onnetivity odes. More spei�ally we studied both pratial and theoretialproperties of general LDPC odes, regular and irregular (objetives 1,2); investigated the deodingproess and its relation to other methods used in the �elds of statistial physis and graphialmodels (objetive 3); showed how spei� irregular LDPC odes an be optimised (objetive 2);and extended results obtained for in�nitely large odes to the ase of large but �nite systemsby studying properties of the reliability exponent in LDPC odes, whih provides the blok errorprobability in large systems; in addition, we studied the typial performane of LDPC odes inmulti-user ommuniation senarios suh as CDMA (objetive 4), and arried out researh in anew, but theoretially related, diretion of omputational omplexity (graph olouring).2 Key Advanes and Supporting MethodologyThe study is based on the statistial physis formulation of LDPC error orreting odes. In ageneral senario, a message represented by an N dimensional binary vetor s 2 [0; 1℄N is enoded,using a generator matrixG, to anM dimensional binary vetor t = GTs whih is then transmittedthrough a noisy hannel. The noise orrupting the transmission an take di�erent forms; in thisstudy we mainly onsidered the Binary Symmetri Channel (BSC), Additive White Gaussian Noise(AWGN), Laplae hannel, Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) and general symmetri hannels. Forexplaining the framework we will onsider �rst a binary symmetri hannel with some ip prob-ability p per bit, represented by a binary vetor n 2 [0; 1℄M with a unit entry whenever a iporruption ours. The reeived message r = t+n (mod 2) is then deoded to retrieve the originalmessage using another matrix H.One an identify several slightly di�erent versions of LDPC odes. The two examined in thisprojet are that of Gallager and MN odes [3℄. Both are based on the hoie of two randomly-seleted sparse matries A and B of dimensionality (M�N)�N and (M�N)�(M�N) (Gallager),and M�N andM�M (MN) respetively. These matries are haraterized by the �xed number ofnon-zero unit elements per row and per olumn in regular odes and their distribution in irregularodes.The di�erene between the two odes is related to the generator and deoding matries. AGallager ode is de�ned by a binary matrixH = [A j B℄, onatenating two sparse matries knownto both sender and reeiver; while the generator matrix takes the form G = [I j B�1A℄ (mod 2),I being the identity matrix. The reeived orrupted vetor is deoded by obtaining the syndromevetor z = Hr whih redues the deoding problem to �nding the most probable solutions tothe equation z = H� (mod 2) ; where � represents the noise vetor. Finding a good estimateof the vetor n enables one to retrieve the original message s. This estimate is typially beingobtained using methods developed in the area of graphial models, whih are somewhat similarto methods used in statistial physis (the Bethe approximation and/or the TAP approah). Theorresponding deoding matrix in MN odes is the matrix B itself, providing a similar equation ofthe form z = A� +B� (mod 2) ; where � and � represent the signal and noise vetor variablesrespetively.The theoretial performane of a ode is haraterised by the maximal noise level below whihorrupted messages an, in priniple, be perfetly retrieved; this is always bounded from above byShannon's theoretial limit whih does not provide any information as to how this performane anbe ahieved. The pratial performane of a ode is de�ned by the maximal noise level below whihorrupted messages an be perfetly retrieved in pratial time sales and omputing resoures.In previous studies [14℄ we identi�ed the theoretial ritial noise level with the thermodynamitransition where the ferromagneti state eases to be dominant; and the pratial limiting noiselevel with the dynamial transition, where the ferromagneti state eases to be the only solution.2



The performane of odes (both pratial and theoretial) depends on the ode onstrution,i.e., the number of non-zero unit elements per row/olumn in the various matries. In regularGallager ode we onsider the number of unit elements per row/olumn in the matrix H while inMN ode we onsider separately the number of non-zero (unit) elements per row/olumn in thematries A and B. In irregular onstrutions we investigate the distribution of these onnetivityvalues.The theoretial framework (for the BSC) has been developed for various LDPC ode onstru-tions in several separate papers [10, 11, 14, 15℄; a omprehensive and oherent presentation of thetheoretial framework for LDPC odes, the methods used and further progress in the analysis ofirregular onstrutions (e.g., that of [5℄) has reently been published as a book hapter [16℄(O1).The basi framework has also been studied in [17℄.Extending the statistial mehanial framework to the ase of real hannels is more hallengingdue to the real valued nature of the noise and reeived odeword vetors. We used a tehniquedeveloped in the information theory ommunity (e.g., in [3℄), whih e�etively maps the deodingproblem bak onto a binary hannel; we employed this method to study the AWGN and Laplaehannels [18℄. The results obtained in our study show qualitatively similar behaviours to thoseobtained for BSC in both Gallager and MN odes (i.e., the type of solutions and transitions found),while details of the observed performane vary from hannel to hannel. Some generi results havebeen obtained for general symmetri hannels [18℄. A researh ativity that foused on the BEC,by Dr. Malzahn, was terminated after a similar researh by another group was made publi [19℄.The basi theoretial framework has also been extended to non-binary alphabets; for instane,to the ase of LDPC odes over Galois �elds (O1). Irregular odes in this representation, whih isommonly used within the oding ommunity, revealed a very high performane [20℄, what triggeredour interest in non-binary alphabets. We studied the e�et of non-binary alphabets of this type onboth theoretial and pratial ritial noise levels in regular LDPC odes [21℄. The results show thatodes of this type saturate Shannon's limit as their onnetivity value beome in�nite, irrespetiveof the alphabet used; while for �nite olumn onnetivity their behaviour ritially depends onthe onnetivity value hosen. For olumn onnetivity of 3 and above, the theoretial limit ismonotonially improving as the alphabet beomes more omplex while the pratial deoding limitdeteriorates. Codes of olumn onnetivity 2 exhibit a ontinuous transition from optimal to sub-optimal solutions at a ertain noise level, below whih pratial deoding dynamis onverges tothe optimal, while their optimal deoding performane is generally inferior. These results are inagreement with numerial results reported in the literature.A di�erent approah to the study of both pratial and theoretial properties of LDPC odes,using a miroanonial ensemble, has been arried out in [22, 23, 24℄. In this approah, whihshows some similarity to methods employed in the information theory literature, one is looking atthe number of solution vetors, given the parity-hek onstraints; these, in turn, are de�ned by thehoie of matriesH (in Gallager) orA andB (in MN). The number of solutions obtained (entropy)under given shells of overlap with the true noise (or/and signal) vetors (weight enumerator) ormagnetization values (magnetization enumerator), are then used for �nding the ritial noise levelvalues obtained by several deoding shemes: Maximum A Posteriori (MAP), typial set deodingand Marginal Posterior Maximizer (MPM). The results obtained, provide insight into the relationsbetween the various deoding methods (O3), and show the same ritial theoretial noise levelvalues for all three methods.The ritial noise values obtained also agree with results we obtained by di�erent methods in [16℄and [25, 26℄. A study dediated to typial set deoding in LDPC odes has also been reportedin [27℄ (O3). In this deoding sheme, error ours either when the transmission is orrupted by anuntypial noise or when two or more typial sequenes satisfy the parity hek equation. We showedthat the average error rate for the latter ase over a given ode ensemble an be tightly evaluated3



using methods of statistial physis, as well as its dependene on the message length. The resultsobtained show more optimisti values than the bounds derived in the information theory literature.Having identi�ed the pratial limiting noise level with the dynamial transition, haraterisedby the emergene of new sub-optimal solutions in addition to the thermodynamially dominantferromagneti state; one an then optimise the ode onstrution by examining the orrespondingspinodal point, marking the emergene of new solutions. Using this method we optimised a spei�irregular onstrution, suggested in [5℄, whih inludes submatries with two di�erent row onne-tivity values; the onstrution was optimised with respet to a single parameter whih marks thebalane between two submatries (having di�erent row onnetivity values) [16℄. The optimal ir-regular ode we obtained is in full agreement with the optimal irregular odes obtained numerially(O2). Extending the method beyond a few parameters, i.e., to full distributions, remains diÆult,and is likely to be restrited to the results obtained by density evolution [4℄.Most of the analysis arried out so far foused on the in�nite message length, although mostpratial messages and odewords are long, but �nite. Finite ode indue a ertain blok errorprobability below the theoretial limits even if exhaustive deoding methods are being used. Theerror probability deays exponentially with the system size; the exponent, whih depends on theode's properties is termed the reliability exponent. To study the performane of �nite odes,depending on the seleted ode struture, we alulated the typial reliability exponent for Gallagerodes [25, 26℄ using methods of statistial physis. The results obtained are in full agreement withthose obtained in the information theory literature for in�nite row/olumn onnetivity odes, butalso o�ers typial reliability exponent values for �nite onnetivity odes, whih annot be obtainedusing methods used in the information theory ommunity (O1).Another objetive of the researh programme foused on the relation between graphial deodingmethods suh as belief propagation [7, 8℄ and belief revision [9℄, and methods developed in thestatistial physis literature. We investigated this relation in a number of manusripts [16, 28,29℄, �nding high similarity between the Bethe approximation of statistial physis and graphialdeoding methods (O3). This relation has sine been well established. Our plan to improve existingdeoding methods by aounting for loops, whih are not onsidered in the urrent approximation,has been anelled one we learned of the survey propagation approximation that has only reentlybeen presented [13℄.We therefore modi�ed objetive (4), aimed originally at devising improved deoding/enodingtehniques; instead we onentrated on the study of LDPC and deoding methods in areas of multi-user ommuniation; in partiular as part of a CDMA system. This researh foused initially onthe use of density-evolution, the information theory equivalent of the Bethe approximation, in amulti-stage multi-user detetion/deoding as part of a CDMA sheme [32, 33℄, showing signi�antimprovement over onventional deoding tehniques [31℄. The analysis of the suggested methodhas been arried out using methods of statistial mehanis.We then integrated the LDPC and CDMA framework for improved ode modulation in twoseparate on�gurations (O4). The �rst [30℄ fouses on an LDPC based oded modulation sheme,deriving analytial results for arbitrary signal point mapping; numerial results have then beenobtained for Gray and set-partitioning mappings, showing that Gray mapping exhibits smallerthreshold signal to noise ratio, whereas the set partitioning mapping exhibits lose to optimaltheoretial upper limit. In the seond method we analysed the theoretial/pratial performane ofoded CDMA systems in whih regular LDPC odes are used for hannel oding [34℄. Also here, weidenti�ed both pratial and theoretial limitations of the system, showing that one annot ahieveany oding gain in the (impratial) limit of dense matries; we also point to possible pratialon�gurations where the new sheme is likely to improve the performane.In addition to the planned part of the programme there was also one projet that emerged4



spontaneously within the ourse of researh, resulting in a journal publiation. This researhativity, in the area of omputational omplexity is based on similar theoretial tools to those usedin the study of LDPC odes. The NP-omplete problem studied is that of graph oloring [35℄, oneof the basi problems in the family of hard omputational problems.3 Projet Plan ReviewThe projet generally progressed aording to plan. However, the frequent sta� hanges and thehighly ompetitive nature of this researh area prevented us from ahieving all the original goals setat the beginning of the projet. Dr. van Mourik, that was originally hired to arry out the researh,was o�ered a letureship position and left after 11 months; in order to minimise the learning urveand to make the most of the remaining funds, we invited Dr. Tanaka of the Tokyo MetropolitanUniversity to ontinue the researh e�ort as a visiting researh fellow (after getting EPSRC'sapproval). Unfortunately, Dr. Tanaka ould only stay for 8 months due to his teahing duties bakin Japan. With the remaining funds we hired Dr. Malzahn for 2 months to arry out a spei� andlimited task (study properties of LDPC odes in a BEC). In addition, diÆulties in optimising theode onnetivity distributions restrited the optimisation proess to a few parameters; and thepresentation of survey propagation [13℄ terminated our attempts to devise a new deoding methodthat aounts for onstrution loops. This was also the reason for modifying objetive (4) of theoriginal plan. In addition, studies of the BEC hannel arried out by Dr. Malzahn have beenstopped after a similar study, by another group, beame publi [19℄. Like in many other researhprogrammes in a very ative area, the programme had to be onstantly adapted to the hangingonditions.4 Researh Impat and Bene�ts to SoietyBeing a theoretial projet, the diret impat and bene�t to soiety is small. The main ontributionis in obtaining a better understanding of LDPC odes and their limitations, and in our ability toexploit this knowledge to improve ode performane. LDPC odes have only reently started to getinto ommerial produts and their use in onjuntion with CDMA systems is in very preliminarystages. It will take time for the soiety to bene�t from this theoretial researh.5 Explanation of ExpenditureThe availability of very high performane PCs made the original plan of purhasing a CompaqDS20 6/500 workstation uneonomial. Instead, we purhased a luster based on fast PCs.6 Further Researh and Dissemination AtivitiesResults obtained in this projet have been published in prestigious journals in this �eld (suh asPhysial Review E, Europhysis Letters) and have been presented in the top international onfer-enes (e.g., ISIT2002). Most of the resulting publiations, as well as this report may be obtainedfrom our web site http://www.nrg.aston.a.uk/ .This projet gave rise to new questions and researh topis. Some of those, whih representa diret ontinuation to the work arried out in this projet, are urrently investigated in twoollaborative e�orts:� As part of the UK-Japan Joint Projet Grant on Statistial Physis of Disordered and ComplexSystems, funded by the Royal Soiety (14245), $12,000.� Part of the European net for Statistial Physis of Information Proessing and CombinatorialOptimization STIPCO, European Commission RTN2-2001-00197, 116,000 EUR.5
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